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Calculating Spur and Helical
Gear Capacity with ISO 6336

Surface Icompressiv,e (pitting) and tootb bending strengtb using ISO' 6336-.2;
Calculation of suttece durability (pitting)1using ISO 6336-3; Calculation of tooth bending strength

This is tbe thir:d sniete in a ser}es
exploling the new ISO l633igear mUng
standard and its .methods ,ot calcul'atiun.
The opinions ,expressed herein are Ifh(}se
of the' author as an individual. 1'bey ,dD'
flDt replesenttiJe opinions ,ofany ,01gani-
zation 01 wh;,;h ,he';s a .member.,

Pitting strengtb
ISO 6336-2 shows how to calculate the
maximum contact stress and the permis-
ible contact tres _ It is based on the

same Hertzian surface compre sive stress,
theory as AGMA 200 I, so we should
expect. similar equations. The fundamen-
tal [SO contact stress 'equations are:
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where:
aH is the calculated contact stress,
similar to Sc in AGMA 2001.
aHO is the nominal contact stress.
(JHP is the permissible contact stress.
a H lim is the allowable contact stre s
number from ISO 63,36-5, similar to
sac in AGMA 200t
The ISO 6336-2 equations look quite

differenl. at first, but they are imilar to
the AGMA equations. The terms ZIJI ZIP
Zf} Z~ Zp and (u+~)lu serve the arne
purpose as the A:GMA I factor. When
comblned, they are nearly identical to I.
The differences are:

• Zs'. which moves the calculated stress
point from the pitch point to the lowest
point of ingle tooth contact for spur gears,
is not included in the nominall . tress equa-

lOon McVittie

IF,\g.1- Life factor ZliTfor S1Blldardreiarance lest gears, basad on ISOII6336-2.

60n. ZB is equal to 1.. '0 for helical. gears.
• The value of Z€ is a function of the

!raJlSversecontact ratio E(l" For spur gears it
decreases the calculated stress from the
AGMA value by 9% when Eo is 1.5. There
i .no equivalent factor for spur gears in the
AGMA standards. 2';£ is also used to interpo-
late between SPW'gears where Ep is zero and
true helical gears where Ep is 1..'0 or more.

• The value of Zp is cos.~_With ZE it.
approximates the value of m:» the
AGMA standards. The value tends to
"run away" at high helix angles, so [SO
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_____________ . ISO ,6336 "

6336-1 suggests that users confirm their
results by experience when operating
helix angles exceed 30°. It is equal to 1.0
for spur gears.

The additional terms i:n the ISO equa-
tions are:

• KA, K., etc. are ihe general influence
factors from ISO 6336-L

• SH millis the minimum safety factor
input for contact stress.

• Zm is the life factor from Figure L

Note that the life factors are similar to but
different from AGMA practice, with a.
higher value if some pitting is permitted.

• Zu Zvand ZRare related influence fac-
tors accounting for the effects of lubricant
viscosity, surface roughness and pitch line
velocity on thepennissible contact stress.
Additional inputs for surface finish and
lubricant viscosityare required. The com-
bined effect of these three factors is usual-
Iy less than 10% for iadusmal gears.
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• Zw is similar to the AGMA work
hardening factor and accounts for the ben-
eficial effect of running a harder pinion
against a softer gear. Values are laken from
Figure 2.

• Zx is a size factor used to. reduce the
permissible stress for coarse pitch gears.
It accounts for the greater possibility of
encountering a material defect. itnlile larg-
er stressed volume of larger gears. The
size factor is et to ].0 for contact stress.

Root bending stresses
ISO 6336·3 shows how to. calculate

the root fillet tensi Ie stress and the per-
missible bending stress, It is based on
cantilever beam stress theory similar to
AGMA 200 1, with several significant dif-
ferences:

• The point of critical stress is taken at
the point on the root fillet which is tangent
to an inscribed equilateral triangle, rather
than the Lewis parabola, The location of
this critical stress point agrees welt willi
the other standards for "normal" gears, bIlt
diverges for gears with a small number of
teeth and for gears with high operating
pressure angles. ISOrrC60/SC2JWG6 has
appointed an ad hoc group to study this
area. of the standard. but results are expect-
ed to. take a few years. ISO 6336·1 sug-
geststhat users confirm their results by
experience when operating pressure angles
exceed 25° (Fig. 3).

• The stress concentration factors are
based on strain gauge research performed
on test gears at FZG1, rather taan on tile
photo elastic research of Dolan and
Broghammer .

.• The effect of the compressive com-
ponent of tooth loading on the roottemsi.l.e
stress is ignored ..

• There is no rim thickness factor sim-
ilar to AGMA's KB.

Fig. ]: - Determination oftha Inormal chordal
dImensions '0& ths looth Ifoat critical Isction lor
Method B. Based on ISO '&336-3.
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The fundamental.SO root. bending

stress equations are:

"F = "FOKA KvKr:p 1(Fo.'.5. GFP

• ~Y"GPO-I! =1 b----m-' ,F Ys Y~
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where:
(JF is the calculared bending stress,
similar to s, in AOMA 200 ~.
ClFO-B is the nominal bending stress,
The "-B" in the sub eript indicates
that method B is being 'Used. An
optional simplified method to find the
geometry factors fromgraplils is called
method C-
o FP is thepermissible bending stress.
ClF ,/1m is the allowable bending stress

number from ISO 6336-5, similar to S.BI

in AcOMA 200[, The terms YF' Ys and
YII serve the same purpo e as the
AGMA J factor. The value are not
the same because of the differences in
underlying assumprions described
above.
The addiuonel terms in the ISO 'equa-

tions are:
• SF min is the minimum safety factor

input for bending stress.
• Ysris an experimental. stress cerree-

tion factor. set to 2.0.
.. YNT is the life factor from Figure 4.

Note thatthe life factors are similar to but
different from .A:GMA practice.

·'YO" ",I T and YR .,../ T are materia'! related
influence factors which account for the
effects of notch sensitivity and surface
roughness. em the permissible bending stress.

.. Yx is a size factor used to reduce the
permissible stress for coarse pitch gears.
It accounts for the greater possibility of
encountering a material. defect in the larg-
er stressed volume of larger gears. The
size factor is taken from Figure 5.

NC Tool Grinder

I European Made UTMA Model LC35
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Now You Can Meet IS09001! G!ear tnspection
Demands With A Simpl!e Mouse Clic:k

Yes, ies that. eas~ to get accept/reject test results to ISO, AGMA and DI~ standards~th Mahr's
new DFI 1190sene. double flank gear roll testers, Easy-to-use, Wmdows~ 95-compalible
WmGear® test and evaluation software lets you determine Total Composite, 'Iooth-tc-Icoth and
Radial Runout errors with a .single mouse. click.

There's much more, of course, including Mahr's field-proven modular mechanical design and,
on the model 896, a highly sensitive leafspring transmission which allows measuring force
adjustments to 0 ounces - an especially critical feature for testing plastic and powdered metal gears.

For FREE FACTS,contact .Uu MalIT gear measurement specialtlts:
1.,8fJO..96!H3J1.Fax: 513/489-2020~
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Mahr Corporation
11435 Willi:mlson Road ,. Cincinnati, OH 45241 • Phone: 1-800-969-1331' Fax; 513/489-2020
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CO:RRECTIION
Error were introduced during editing to Fig. 3 of "Comparing I I

Standards: The keys to understanding ISO 6336-1 gear rating" in the
September/October [998 issue. Below is the corrected illustration.

-.+

PIP'" TIp IradIus ,of tool

Key:
hw := Iool addendllllJ

'!l '" Stoch allowance,
for finishing

Pr .. ProtubemDce

"pr = Net prorubemn.ce

Fig. 3 -liJimensions and Ibasic rack profile of the leeth (finished ,profile with undercut).
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F,ig'. 5 - .SizB factor. Yx.' for tooth banding
strength.IBasedon ~ISOG336~3.

The material properties to be: used i.1I
these stress equations come from [SO
6336-5, Strength and quaUty of materials.
The ISO material quality requirements
and allowable stress levels are similar to
AOMA's. The differences in materia]
requirements will be pointed out in the
last article of this series.

h is difficULlt to make a general. com-
parison between the ISO and AGMA gear
capacity calculation melhods, since the
details of the individual example canltave
a big effect on the results, We'U demon-
stratelhis by comparing the calculated
capacities of some actual gear: sets by ;the
ISO and AGMA methods in that article. 0
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Don IMcVittie
is one (JfGear Technology 's technical editors. He
is president of Gear Engineers, Inc., Seallle,WA
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